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ON SOME BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR THE EQUATION
B n = o® » i=1,2, xfl> oj.
In the present paper we shall solve of the Riquier, Neumann and mixed problems for the equation (1) ( A-c 2 ) p u(X) = 0 in the domain B^ where c is a positive-constant, .p and n is a positive integer and n ^ 2. We need two lemmas: L e m| m a 1. (see [l] 
where denotes the surface area of the unit sphere in
Hence, by formula K-fz) s» z~v 2 V_1 T(v) we ob-. In via*.7 of (5), (6), (?) ' .ve can write " n where «= (a^ .otgi.
•. t « n ) is the multiindex. Hence by Lemn ma 3 the function U(X) satisfies 1 .
We shall prove 2°. Let
Hence by Lemma 5 we get
In sequel we prove that
Prom (6) it follows that (10)
Thus, by (10) we have
Similarly we have
Henoe, by Lemma 5 we have
Finally in view of (9), (10), (11) we have
for j=0,1,...,p-1, which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
